




    



  

           





 





  

       

            

 

 





 



  









 



   

 



  











 

 





 





       

 



         

       

  






          

  







 



 

  

  

    

 

           

 



 



  

 



 

 









 



 

 







   



 







 

 

  

 



      

 

 









 

















 

 





          







        











         

          



  

 


  









  

  

  

  



        







 











          








 















 



  

      

 










 





      



   

 





 





 



 


          



         

      



“The play that is to give them a natural pleasure should tell

them eigher of their own life, or of that life of poetry where

every man can see his image.”
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At last I am begining to understand anti-Ibsenism. It must be

that I am growing old and weak and sentimental and foolish,

for I cannot stand up to reality as I did once. Eight years ago

when Mr. Charnington, with A Dool’s House struck the deci-

sive blow for Ibsen ... I rejoiced in it, and watched the ruin and

havoc it made among the idols and temples of the idealists

as a young war correspondent watches the bombardment of

the unhealthy quarters of a city. But now I understand betten

what it means to the unhappy wretches who can conceive no

other life as possible to them except the Doll’s House life ...

it will be remarked that I no longer dwell on the awakening of

the woman, which was once the central point of the contro-

versy ... we no longer study an object lesson in lord of cre-

ationism, appealing to our sociological interest only. We see

a fellow creature blindly wrecking his happiness and losing

his ‘love life’ and are touched dramatically.
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I think the root of the trouble was that my plays have to be

performed if they are to be effective, so that for the sake of

(on deam me) a non anistotelian dramaturgy I had to out line

(calamity!) an epic theatre
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